PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Spotz Gone
CARPET SPOT & STAIN REMOVER

ABOUT THIS PRODUCT
SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING
This product is a powerful carpet stain and spot remover. Contains strong cleaners to remove
stains due to dirt, ink, mud, ketchup, urine, vomit, coffee, tea, alcoholic beverages and soft drinks.
Upside down spray valve allows easy application. Stream sprays concentrated product on spots
and stains without heavy overspray. This product quickly saturates materials for instant cleaning.
Leaves no residue. Contains no solvents which might soften carpet backings. This product also
contains an odor modifier which destroys odor due to urine and vomit through oxidation
catalysis. A pleasant fragrance remains.

DIRECTIONS

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Appearance: N/A

Shake well before using. Can sprays upside down only. Remove protective cap. Hold can upside
down. Point opening in spray tip towards spot or stain. Depress the tab on the top of the spray tip
to spray. Hold can at arms length. It is not necessary to bend down to apply this product. Apply
in short bursts until spot or stain is well saturated. Stain or spot will be gone in seconds. Excessive
deposits of grease, oil or ink may require additional applications. Wait until material is dry before
reapplying to see if necessary.

Specific Gravity: N/A
Odor: Orange
ph: 9.75
Flash Point: N/A
Vapor Density: Slower than ether
Melting Point: N/A
Freezing Point: N/A

PACKAGING
12X18 oz. can

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
If medical advice is needed, have product container or label at hand. Keep out of reach of
children. Read label before use. Wash thoroughly after handling. Wear eye protection/ face
protection. Avoid breathing dust/fume/gas/mist/vapors/spray. Contaminated work clothing
should not be allowed out of the workplace. Avoid release to the environment. Keep away from
heat, hot surfaces, sparks, open flames and other ignition sources. No smoking. Do not eat, drink
or smoke when using this product. Do not pierce or burn, even after use. IF ON SKIN: Wash with
plenty of soap and water. If skin irritation or a rash occurs: Get medical advice/attention. Take off
contaminated clothing and wash it before reuse. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for
several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. If eye
irritation persists: Get medical advice/ attention. IF SWALLOWED: Call a POISON CENTER or
doctor/physician if you feel unwell. Rinse mouth. Protect from sunlight. Do not expose to
temperatures exceeding 50°C/ 122°F. Store in a well-ventilated place. Dispose of contents and
container in accordance with all local, regional, national and international regulations. USE
PRECAUTIONS: Although this product will not harm most carpet fabrics, the carpet needs to be
tested for color fastness prior to using. To test for color fastness, spray small area of carpet in a
hidden or out of the way spot and let dry. If product discolors carpet, contact supplier before
using. On white carpets excessive use of the product may wet carpet nap too much causing the
nap to discolor the carpet. Do not oversaturate, product could penetrate to backing and leave
spotting. Blot up cleaner thoroughly after application before leaving carpet to dry.
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